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Fhope Packaging Machinery Co.,ltd. 
 

A professional supplier for Coil packing machine, wire packing machine, 
pipe packing machine, hose packing machine, cable wrapping machine,  
door packing machine, spiral orbital wrapper... 

 

 

Name Go

 

Industry solutions 

Coil packing machine 

 » Steel coil packing machine 

 » Wire coil packing machine 

 » Copper coil packing machine 

 » Hose packing machine 

 » Tyre packing machine 

 » Pipe packing machine 

 » Cable packing machine 

Stretch Wrapping Machine 

 » Pallet wrapping machine 

 » Automatic wrapping machine 

 » Rotary arm wrapping machine  

Horizontal Wrapping Machine 

 » Pipe wrapping machine 

 » Rod wrapping machine 
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FPCA Series: Cable packing machine

 
FPCA-200 

 

FPCA-300 

The Fhope provides packaging solutions for the cable coil industry. Our commitment to the industry has resu

innovative, cost efficient products that address problems like loose, irregular packaging. Our sales, equipmen

engineering departments can help you design the optimum protective packaging system for your application. W

about Fhope cable wrapping machine  

 

Description:
FPCA series cable packing machine is mainly used to packaging of cable coil, copper coil, steel coil... which i

packaging for saving labor and material cost. 

 

Features: 

1. PLC & HMI for automatic operation with can be connected with production line. 

2. Special system for easy loading and unloading. 

3. Manual and automatic working mode for easy operation. 

4. The converter is adopted to adjust the speed of the ring and rollers 

5. Overlap of the packing tape according to requirement. 
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 » Aluminum wrapping machine 

 » Profile wrapping machine 

 Shrinking Machine 

 » Door packing machine 

 » Panel shrinking machine 

 » Board shrinking machine 

 Coil Upender 

Automatic Packing Line  

 » Other Packaging Machinery 

6. Automatic material cutting. 

7. Guardrails, soft starts and stop for safety operation. 

8.Central positioning for the best packaging 

9. Packaging tension is adjustable by special breaker. 

10. Widely packing material applicable. 

11.Indicator alarms automatically when trouble occurs. Trouble can be shown automatically.  

12. Special brake for the tape release device to avoid material folding. 

 Note: Can be designed according your specification. 

 

Parameters:  

 FPCA-200 FPCA-300 

Voltage (V/Hz)  AC 380/50( or your requirement)

Power (KW)  1.5 1.8 

Steel coil ID(mm) 150-300 300-600 

Steel coil OD(mm) 200-400 600-1000 

Steel coil width(mm) 20-200 50-300 

Steel coil Weight(Kg) 5-20 20-200 

Packing material PE/Stretch film/knit belt/VCI paper

Ring speed(r/min) 30-80 30-80 

Wrapping speed 25-35sec/pcs 35-45sec/pcs 

Overlapping rate 20-80% 

 

For more information of cable packing solution please click here 
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